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Optimal Control of Stabilizable Time-Varying 
Linear Systems with Time Delay 
JOZEF KOMORNIK 
The linear-quadratic problem on the infinite time interval is considered. Optimal control is 
derived from the smallest nonnegative continuous bounded solution of the known system of 
three Riccati-type equations. 
In this paper we show that the optimal control of stabilizable time-varying linear-
quadratic systems with time delay on the infinite time interval is given by the formula 
similar to the known formula for the optimal feedback control of systems on a finite 
time interval. The main results are contained in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. 
Theorem 1 describes the asymptotic behavior (in T) of the solution WT of the 
Riccati-type system of equations in three variables (cf. [ l ] , [2]) subject to the initial 
conditions WT(T) = 0. The limit is the solution of the above system on the infinite 
interval. Theorem 2 contains the formulas for optimal control and minimal cost and 
a discussion of some properties of solutions of the mentioned Riccati-type system on 
infinite time interval. The functional of minimal cost corresponds to the smallest 
nonnegative bounded continuous solution. A sufficient condition for uniqueness 
of this solution is presented. 
Consider the system described by the equation 
x(t) = A0(t). x(t) + f A,(t, T) . x(t + T) dT + A2(t) . x(t -h) + B(t) u(t) 
(I) for re<f0, oo) 
with the initial condition 
x(t0 + x) = <P(T) ; T e < - h , 0 > 
where 
184 x(0 is the n-dimensional state vector 
u(t) is the p-dimensional control function 
A0(t), Ax(t, T), A2(0, B(t) are matrix coefficients of appropriate types which are 
bounded and continuous on their domains. 
Let Qi(t) and g 2 (0 are bounded continuous matrix functions with nonnegative 




(2a) c(t, X(t), U(t)) = x'(0 • &(0 • *(0 + «'(0 • e»(0 • "(0 • 
It is well known (see [1], [2]) that for any T > s >. t0 the optimal control of the 
system (l) with respect to the cost function 
(2b) CT(u, x) = J c(t, x(t), u(t)) dt, x(s + x) = cp(x) for x e < - h , 0> 
can be written in the form 
(3) uT(t) = - Q-2
 l(t). B'(t). [Wj(t). xT(t) + f ° WT(t, x) . xT(t + x) dx] 
and the corresponding minimal cost can be written in the form 
(4) Cj(uT, q>) = <p'(0). WT(s). q>(0) + 2<p'(0). f WT(s, x) q>(x) dx + 
+ [ [ <p'(x) . WT(s, x, Q) <p(Q) dQ dx = ^
r ( s ) (cp) 
J -h J -h 
where the triple W0(t), W
T(t, x), WT(t, x, Q) of bounded continuous matrix functions 
of type n x n defined for t e <f0, T>; x, Q e < — h, 0> is the unique solution of the 
Riccati-type system of equations: 
(5.1) dMl + A'0(t) . W0(t) + W0(t). A0(t) + W_(t, 0) + W[(t, 0) + 
dr 
+ Q:(0 ~ W0(t). B_(t). W0(t) = 0 
(5.2) dW^'S ~ f) + Ao(0 . W_(t, s- t) + W0(t) . A_(t, s-t) + 
dt 
+ W2(t, 0, s - 0 - W0(t) Bt(t) . W_(t, s - t) = 0 
(5.3) dW2(t,s-t,r-t) + s_f) Wi{t> r _ t ) + 
At 
+ W[(t, s-t). At(t, r - t)- W[(t, s-t). B^t) . W,(t, r - t) = 0 
where s,re(t - h; f>; B1 = B'Q2
l . B 
(5.4) Wr{t, -h) = W0(t) . A2(t) 
(5.5) W2(t, -h,?) = A'2(t).W,(t,x) 
(5.6) W2(t, T, Q) = W2(t, Q, T) 
with the initial conditions 
(6) Wl(x) = Wj(T, x) = Wl(T, x, Q) m 0 . 
We show that all the functions W0(i), W\(t, x) and W2(t, x, o) converge (under the 
condition of stabilizability of the system (l)) in T to a triple of continuous functions 
W0(t), Wt(t, T) and W2(t, T, Q) which is a solution of system (5) on <f0, co). Moreover, 
the optimal control and minimal cost are given by (3) and (4) (with T omitted). 
First we introduce some formalism. For any matrix A of type m x n we consider 
the Euclidean norm in Rmn. 
Definition 1. For any Lebesgue measurable subset M of the interval < — h, 0> we 
put 
m(M) = X(M) + card (M n {-h, 0}) 
and 
m0(M) = X(M) + card (M n {0}) 
where X is a standard Lebesgue measure on < — h, 0>. 
Definition 2. a) We denote by L\(m0) the system of all finite n-dimensional mea-
surable functions on < — h, 0> satisfying the condition 
M l i = IK°)U + f° IkWI dT = J||«P(T)|| dm0(r) < co . 
b) Let QF(m0) be the system of all matrix functions of type n x n defined on the 
product set < — h, 0> x < — h, 0> and having the following properties: 
i) W(x, Q) = W'(Q, T) for x, o e < - h, 0> . 
ii) If we put 
(7a) W0 = W(0, 0 ) , W,(x) = W(0, x) , W2(x, o) = W(x, o) for x, Q e < - h, 0) 
186 then the functions Wt and W2 are continuous and continuously prolongable on the 
sets < — h, 0> and <—h, 0> x < — h, 0>, respectively. Hence we can put 
(7b) Wt(0) = lim W,(x) , W2(0, 8) = lim W2(x, Q) . 
t - 0 t - 0 
Definition 3. a) We say that the function 
W:<t0,t1>-+QF(m0) 
is continuous if all the functions 
W0(t), Wt(t,x), W2(t,x,Q) 
are continuous on their domains. 
b) For We QF(m0) and <p e L1(m0) we define 
W(<P) = [ [ <P'(y) • W{r, 0) • <P(e) dmo(Q) dm0(T) 
c) We introduce a partial order on QF(m0) by 
W^VoVcpe L^mo) : W(cp) ̂  V(q>) 
We QF(m0) is said nonnegative if 0 g W. 
Now we return to study the system (1) more closely. We can rewrite it in the form 
(la) x(t) - j A(t, x) . xt(x) dm(x) + B(t) u(t) 
where 
\A0(t) for T = 0 
(8a) A(t, x) = lA^t, x) for x e (- h, 0) 
(A2(t) for x = -h 
and 
(8b) xt(x) = x(t + x). 
Lemma 1. (cf. [ l ] , [4]). Consider the equation 
(9) x(t)=!A(t,x).xt(x)dm(x) 
with the initial condition xs = q> e L\(m0) 
Let X(t, s) be the matrix solution of the equation 
(9a) ^ - 3 = f ° A(t, T) X(t + T, s) dm(s) 
^t J -A 
subject t o the initial condi t ion X(t, t) = J ; X(f, s) = 0 for t < s. 
The solut ion x(t) of (9) can be writ ten in the fo rm: 
(9b) x(t) = f Y(t, s, T) </>(T) dm0(T) 
where 
/„ N V, X f*(<>
 S) for T = 0 
(9c) n^)-\x\J+x + hhMs + x + h) + 
+ X(t, s + Q) Ai(s + Q, T - Q) dQ for T e < - /), 0> . 
T h e following qui te simple result will be very useful. 
Proposition 1 . Consider the solut ion x(t) of (9) with the initial condi t ion xs = 
= <pe - I ( m 0 ) . There exists a real function K(a, d) nondecreasing in bo th the real 
variables a and d such tha t for t — s £ d and 
sup {\\A(r, T ) | : ?• e <s, r>, r e < s - / z , 0>} <; a 
the inequal i ty 
(10) \\x(t)\\<K(a,d).\\cpl 
holds . 
P r o o f . Let the mat r ix function N be defined by 
N(t, s) = -A0(t) . 6(t - s) - | A,(t, T) . 0 ( T - s) dT - „ 2 ( r ) . 0(t - /j - s) 
J t-h 
where 0 is the s tep function 
„ , , f1 for f > 0 
"<" = {o for , S 0 . 
The function X(t, s) is the solut ion of the integral equat ion (cf. [4 ] ) 
X(t, s) + \ X(t, T) . JY(T, S) dT = J . 
W e have | | j | | = ^Jn. Us ing the inequali ty 
188 | |N(T, S)[| £ (A + 2 ) . a = a, 
and the Gronwal's lemma we get 
(10a) \\X(t, s)\ g n112 . ea«-» g n , / 2 . e"* = K0(a, d). 
Substituting into (9c) and (9b) we get 
(10b) |! Y(t, s, T)[| g max (1, fll). max {\\X(t, T)|| : T e <S, f>] ^ 
^ max (1, a,) . K0(a, d) = K(a, d) 
hence 
HAS-tfr 4 -Mi -
Further we concern with stable or stabilizable systems. 
Definition 4. a) We say that the system (9) is stable if there exists a constant K0 
such that for any s e <f0, oo) the inequality 
(11) ^\\X(t,s)\\2dt = K0 
holds. 
b) We say that the system (1) is stabilizable if there exists a pair of continuous 
bounded functions Lo(t), L{(t, T); for t e <f0, oo) T e < — h, 0> such that the system 
(lb) x(t) = f A(t, T) X.(T) dm(t) + B(t) f L(t. T) X,(T) dm0(z) 
is stable. 
The feedback control 
(12) u(t) = f L(f, T) X((T) dm(t) 
where 
WO for T = 0 
M ' j 11,(1,T) for T e < - / . , 0 > 
is called stabilizing. 
Proposition 2. Suppose that the function A(t, T) is bounded on <f0, oo) x < — h, 0>. 
The system (9) is stable if and only if there exists a constant Kt such that for any 





(8c) a = sup {\\A(t, T)|| : t e <i0, oo); T e <-ft, 0>} 
(8d) ax = (ft + 2) a . 
From (10) we get 
,+V(0||2dř = ft.K
2(a,ft). IHIi=*í- lb Hi-
For t e <s + ft, oo) we get from (9b) and (9c) 
x(t) = X(t, s + h).x(s + h)+ f* [X(f, T + ft). A2(T + ft) + 
+ T X(f, Q) . A,(Q, T - Q) do] . X(T) dx 
Js+ ft 
hence 
1*1 = \Wl.K(a,h).\\X(t,s + h)\\+^\^8)h\\\AM\\ + 
+ f ' + Vi(e> T - e ) | | dTl d8 = | | ? | | . . K(a, ft). 
. [ | Z ( ^ + ft)| + a 1 J
5 + V(^) | |d e ] . 
Therefore 
" \\x(t)\\2dt^\\<p\\\.K2(a,h).r r2| |X0;S + ft)||
2 + 2a?ft. 
s + ft Js + ftL 
\\X(t, Q)\\2 de\dt = 2K
2(a, ft) (1 + a\h2). K0 . \\q>\\l = K'[ . \\<p\\\ . 
Hence (13) is fulfilled for 
K. = K[ + K'[ . 
Proposition 3. Let the system (9) be stable and let the function A(t, T) be bounded 
on <f0, oo) x <-ft, 0>. Then for any solution x(t) of (9) we have 
190 (13a) lim x(t) = 0 . 
« - > 0 O 
Proof. Let x(t) be a solution of (9) with the initial condition xs = (p e i-"(/n0). 
From (9) and (13) we deduce that there exists a positive constant D 2 such that 
r |x(o« 2 d ř <D
2 . 
j s + » 
Suppose that (13a) is not valid. There exists £ > 0 and an increasing sequence {t„}"=i 
such that |x(t„)|| > e. Put A = £2/4D2. The sequence {<„}"= i can be choosen in such 
a way that s + h <. tu i*B+j > t„ + A. For t e <t„; t„ + A} we have 
HOI! = | * M - £ |*W| dr = £-^
2 | j " ||X(T)«2 dr J / 2 = 
> £ - E/2D .D = sj2. 
Hence 
í " j |x(ř)||2 dí = є
2/4 . A = є 4/lбD 2 . 
Therefore 
f" MOP* re zr"W0I2dt = ^ 
J»o n - 1 J . „ 
which contradicts to (13). 
Theorem 1. Suppose that the system (1) is stabilizable. The system of functions 
WT(t, T, Q) converges in Tto the function W(t, x, Q) which has the following properties: 
a) W(t, x, Q) e QF(m0) for t e <r0, oo) 
b) The mapping 
W:(t0, oo)->QF(m 0) 
is continuous. 
c) The triple W0(t), W^t, T), W2(t, x, Q) given by (7a), (7b) is the solution of (5) 
on <t0, oo). 
Proof. Choose a stabilizing control 
« o ( 0 = fL°(f,T)x(T)dm0(T). 
Suppose that 
x° = cpe ^(mo) . 
From the fact that the functions Qt(t), Q2(t) and L°(t, T) are bounded we obtain that 191 
there exists a constant K2 such that 
(14) c(t,x*(t),u°(t))S.K2.\\Xm. 
Denote 
A°(t, T) = A(t, T) + B(t). L°(t, T) . 
Let 
a = sup {\\A°(t, T ) | : f e < t 0 , O O ) ; T G < - / I , 0 > } . 




" í l i - Ґ lkWИт+Гит)||dт + ||x°(ř)« = 
J r-Л J 0 
Š І И I + (- + * ) . K ( « . * ) . M I 
(15a) | '+ iKI?d'-S-«---W5-
For t _ s + /i we have 
Hxt||? = (i + lt)[iKoir+J°ji^)i
2^]-
Therefore 
a5b) r Ki?d^( i + h )
2 . r«x ° (o i i 2 dr = 
Js + fc Js 
= (l + / j )
2 .K 1 . | |< ? ) | |
2 =XS.H|f . 
Combining (14) with (15a) and (15b) we get 
(15) rc(i,xo(0,«o(t))df = K3. | |<p|^. 
For T = t0 we put 
(16a) L ^ , T ) = - e 2 -
1 ( t ) . B ' ( 0 - ^ 0 . O ^ ) 
and 
(16b) AT(t, T) = A(t, T) + B(t) . U(t, T) 
where WT is the solution of (5) and (6). 
Let xT(t) be the solution of (1) for the control function 
(16c) uT(t)= f ^((,T)x,(T)dm0(T) 
and the initial condition 
(16d) xT = q> e Lf(mo) . 
Then we have 
W?s)(cp) = |
Tc(t , xT(t), uT(t)) dt = Cc(t, x°(t), u°(t)) dt=K3. \\<p\\l. 
Let T! = T2. We denote by x
; and u' the functions x r ' , uTi, i = 1; 2. We have 
*$(*) = f ̂  <t, x»(0, ^(0) d« = fTl c(t, x2(t); u2(t)) dt = 
r< f %((,x2(f),W
2(0)dt= ^(<P)-
Thus for i0 = s _ T. = T2 we have the following inequalities in QF(m0): 
(17) W$£Wfi£K3.I 
where K3 .1 is the constant matrix function on < — h, 0> x < —/:, 0>. 
We denote by In the class of initial functions of the types 
(18a) <p; = e ;. %(0j for i = 1,..., n 
(18b) >At,; = m • ej •Z<t-i/m,t+i/m> f°r J = 1,..., n; TG <-/z, 0>; m = 1, 2,.. . 
(18c) (p = <p' + (p"; cp' and <p" are of the type (18a) or (18b) 
where e; is the i-th member of the standard orthonormal base in R" and XM i
s t n e 
characteristic function of the set M. 
Choosing suitable initial functions from the class In we derive the inequality 
(17a) WT(s, T, e)|| SK3.n for s = T; x, Q e < - h, 0> . 
Substituting it into(16a)and(l6b) we conclude that there exists a constant a such that 
for any T 
(17b) sap{\\AT(t,x)\\ : (t, T) e <t0, T) x <-h,0>} < a . 
Therefore for the solution xT of (1) determined by (16c) and (16b) we have 
(17c) | x ' ( 0 | S X M - - « ) ) . M , for t^T. 
Considering once more suitable functions of the class In (cf. [1], [2]) we get that for 
any given (s, T, Q) e (t0, co) x < — h, 0> x < — h, 0> there exists a limit 
(19a) W(s, T, Q) = lim WT(s, T, <?). 
r-oo 
We show that this convergence is uniform on <to> ti) x <~h>0> x < — h, 0> for 
any rt e <f0, oo). Put f2 = tv + /i. For any e > 0 there exists T0 > t2 such that for 
T0 < Tt < T2 the inequality 
(19b) ff I WT% T, e) - W
T'(t, x, Q)\ dm0(r) dm0(e) < e/n . K
2(a, d) 
holds. 
Put d = t2 — t0. For i = 1, 2 we consider the solution x' = x
Ti determined by 
(16c) and (I6d). For s 6 <f0, fj> we have 
W*&<p) = min ipc(t, x(t), u(t)) dt + WTi,(xA = 
= J '2 !c( f ,x '(0,«'(0)df+^ (
r
2 ' )«) 
where u1' = uT' is given by (16a) and (16c). 
Therefore 
0 < W*f(cp) - *$(„ ) = j " \ ( f , x
2(f); »»(0)d ' + KhK) ~ 
- j \ ( r , x\t), u*(t)) dt - W^(xl2) < W
Tlix]z) - W&(4) = 
< IT |x-(<2 + T)|| . || W
T\t2, T, e) - W
n(t2, T, e ) | . \\x% + Q)\\ dm0(r) dm0(8) = 
< K2(a, d) . il^l2 . e/(n .K2(a, d)) = e/n . ||<p||2 . 
Choosing suitable initial functions from In we derive 
\\WT2(S, T, Q) - WT,(S,T,Q)\\ < £ 
194 uniformly on 
<to,t!> x <-h,0> x <-h ,0>. 
Thus the components W0(t), Wx(t, x), W2(t, x, Q) of the limit function are continuous 
on their domains. 
For a given t and T ^ t + h the triple W0(t), W?(t, x), W2(t, x, Q) is the solution of the 
system of integral equations which we obtain by the integration of the system (5): 
(20a) W0(t) = W0(t + h)+ f [A'0(s). W0(s) + W0(s) A0(s) + W,(s, 0) + 
+ Wi(s, 0) - W0(s). B, . W0(s) + Q.fc)] ds 
(20b) Wt(t, x) a W0(t + x + h) . A2(t + x + h) + 
+ [ [W0(t + x - Q) . A,(t + x - Q;Q) + A'0(t + x - Q) . W,(t + x - Q; Q) + 
+ W2(t + X-Q;0;Q)- W0(t + x - Q) . B,(t + x - Q) .W,(t + x - Q; QJ] dQ 
(20c) W2(t, x, Q) = A'2(t + x + h). W[(t + x + h; Q -X + h) + 
+ f [A&t + T - L i) . W,(t + X - Z, Q - T + £) + 
+ W;(t + x - Z, {) . At(t + r-Z,Q-x + Z)-
- W[(t + T - t, S) . Bt(t + x~£).W1(t + x-S,Q-x + £)] dZ 
for - H T ^ ^ O 
and 
(20d) W2(t, x, Q) = W2(t, Q,X) for - h ^ Q ^ x ^ 0 . 
Taking the limits with respect to Twe obtain that the triple W0(t), Wt(t, x), W2(t, x, Q) 
is the solution of (20) and of (5) as well. 
Theorem 2, Assume that the system (1) is stabilizable and W is the function con-
structed above. Then the following statements hold. 
a) The control 
(21) «*(0 = C L*(t,x)xt(x)dm0{x) 
where 
(21a) L*(t, T) = -B'(t) . Q2\i). W(t, 0, T) 
is the optimal control for ( l ) and the value of minimal cost is given by 
(22) Cf(u, cp) = Ws(cp) . 
b) The function If is the smallest nonnegative bounded continuous solution of (5) 
on <r0, oo) (in view of Definition 3). 
c) Suppose that Vh any nonnegative continuous solution of (5) on <[t0, oo). Then 
for any stabilizing feedback control 
u(t) = f L(t, T) . X,(T) dm0(T) 
the inequality 
(23) C?(u, cp) = Vw{q>) 
holds for any s e <i0, oo) and cp e L1(mo). 
d) Suppose that there exists a constant 5 > 0 such that for any t e (t0, oo) and 
x e R" the inequality 
(24) x'. Q . x = 5 . \\x\\2 
holds. Then W(t) is the only nonnegative bounded continuous solution of the system 
(5) on <r0, oo). 
Proof. Let t0 _: s _ T < oo. Suppose that V(t) is the continuous nonnegative 
solution of (5) and that x(t) is a solution of (1) for a control function u(t) and initial 
condition x, = cp e LKtrio). Calculating as in [ l ] or [2] we get 
(25) c(t, x(t), u(t)) + ^ ^ = [ „ ( 0 - j°U(t, T) X,(T) dm0(T) J . 






If we suppose that V(t) is bounded and u is a stabilizing feedback control we get that 
lim x(t) = 0 , lim V(T)(xT) = 0 . 
t-»co T-*a> 
196 Hence the statement c) is proved. 
Now we prove a). Let x(t) be a solution of (l) for some control function u and initial 
condition xs = tpe L"(m0) For any T ^ s w e have 
CT(u, x) ^ WTs)(<p) 
hence 
CT(u,x)=W(s)(<p). 
From (25) we get 
Cj(u*, cp) = W(s)(cp) - W(T)(cp) = W(s)(cp) 
and (22) is fulfiled. 
b) For 
u(t)= f U(t,x)xt(x)dm0(x), 
where U is as above, we have from (25) 
CTs(u,<p) = V(s)(cp)-V(T)(xT)<tV(s)((p). 
But 
Kfo) = c*r(u> <p) = VM • 
Therefore 
(27) W(S)£V(S). 
d) We show that (24) implies that the control u*(t) is stabilizable. For the solution 
x*(t) with x* = cp we have (making use of (18)) 
V |x*(0|2 dt ^ 1/5 j * " x*'(t). Q,(0 • x*(t) dt = 
= l/«5 .^c(t, x*(t), u*(t)) dt = 1/5 . W(s)(x) ^ 1/5 . K3 . 141 . 
According (23) 
W(s)(x) = C?(u*, x) = V(.A<p) 
Combining with (27) we get V(s) = W(s). 
Remark, a) If all the functions A(t, x), B(t), Qt(t), Q2(t) a r e periodic in t with the 
same period d the functions WT(t) fulfil the equations 
WT+d(t + d) = WT(i). 
Therefore the functions W(t, x, Q) and L*(t, x) are periodic in t with the period d 197 
b) If all the functions A, B, Q u Q2 are constant in t then W(t, x, Q) and L*(Í,T) 
are constant in i. The function W(x, Q) : T , Q e < - h, 0> is the solution of the simplified 
system 
(28a) A0 . W0 + W0 . A0 + W,(0) + W[(0) - W0 . B, . W0 + Q, = 0 
(28b) ^ M = tV0 . A,(T) + A0 . Wt(x) + W2(0, x ) - W 0 . B l . W,(x) 
(28c) dPV2(T d + T ) M ^ , ( T ) _ + ^ ^ + ^ _ 
ax 
- W&x) . B, . W,(d + x) for -h Sx ^x + d^O 
(28d) Wl(-h) = W0.A2 
(28e) W2(-h,r) = A'2.W1(x) 
(28f) ÍV2(T, e ) = Wi(6, x). 
The function Wean be obtained in the form 
(29) W(x, Q) <•> lim V(/, T, e ) 
Í - . - O 0 
where Vis the solution of the system (5) on <t0, oo) with the initial condition V(0) = 0. 
(Received May 5, 1979.) 
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